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Vision
To be an inspiring and leading primary health care
service and training provider in Africa

Mission
To provide quality comprehensive primary health care
services through advocacy and capacity development
that enables communities to engage in healthy life style
activities
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Respect
Compassion
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ACRONYM

MEANING

AIDS

Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome

ART

Anti-Retroviral Treatment

DBSA

Development Bank of Southern Africa

HIV

Human Immunodeficiency Virus

FHR

Foundation for Human Rights

HWSETA

Health and Welfare Sector Education and
Training Authority

KZNPPHC

KwaZulu-Natal Progressive Primary Health
Care

NQF

National Qualifications Framework

NEET

Not in Employment, Education or Training

NHC
NLC

National Heritage Council
National Lotteries Commission

NPPHCN

National Progressive Primary Health Care
Network

SAPC

South African Pharmacy Council

STI

Sexually Transmitted Infection

TB

Tuberculosis

WHO

World Health Organisation
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INTRODUCTION
ABOUT KWA-ZULU NATAL PROGRESSIVE PRIMARY HEALTH CARE (KZNPPHC)
KZNPPHC is, an independent Section 21 company, one of the leading primary
health care service and training providers. Our goal is to create communities where
people have the opportunity and skills to contribute to healthy lifestyle activities,
prolonging their longevity (environmental, physical, mental and socio-economical).
Our slogan – Health is Wealth, Protect it – lucidly illustrates this.
We work to strengthen scarce skills developmental initiatives based on communal
needs, facilitate a safe and conducive environment for skills transference and
develop the organisational capacities of our communities.
In accordance with our strategic plan 2012 – 2017, we contribute to the work of
our communities through projects on capacity development by implementation of
learnerships on behalf of our chief donors – HWSETA and Jobs Fund (formerly the
DBSA). Our work focuses on strengthening the government’ efforts to increase
primary health care services to impoverished communities.
OUR ORIGINS
KZNPPHC was part of the National Progressive Primary Health Care Network
(NPPHCN). The NPPHCN, a non-profit organisation, was established in 1987 with a
focus towards advocacy and lobbying for health care as a fundamental human right
for disadvantaged communities as per the Alma Ata Declaration and subsequent
charters that are adopted by the World Health Organisation (WHO).
The NPPHCN collaborated with other progressive organisations to ensure that
broad-based reproductive rights and access to primary health care were prioritised
by the government post-apartheid. In this regard, the NPPHCN contributed
immeasurably to the development of health care policies that constitute the South
African National Health Legislation.
1999 saw the restructuring of the NPPHCN due to funding limitations, with many of
its provincial structures shut down. The reformation of the NPPHCN emanated in
the creation of KwaZulu-Natal Progressive Primary Health Care (KZNPPHC) in 2000.
KZNPPHC’ aspiration, arising from the NPPHCN, is for an accessible,
high-performing public health system that ameliorates health inequalities and
provides quality Primary Health Care through economic empowerment by
education on primary health care issues.
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CHAIRPERSON’S REMARKS
KZNPPHC remains functional albeit at a smaller scale compared
to a number of staff it had in the past years. This does not
however mean that its role is less significant.
We continue to positively impact on a number of communities
through learners that have been through our learnership
programmes who are now employed and as such contribute to
the economy of the country.
The Jobs Fund Project which was extended to 2018 has met most of its targets
except for a challenge with permanently placing all learners due to unforeseen
moratorium on filling of posts due to budget problems.
Our Introductory Course to Health Care continued in the year under review to
prepare learners for careers in the health field. We greatly appreciate support from
various stakeholders who provide placement opportunities for learners’
experiential learning.
The Foundation for Human Rights supported our initiative to empower
communities with their Constitutional Rights knowledge. This project will be
concluded in 2018.
Our dream of writing a book about KZNPPHC is almost fulfilled. We have also
commenced on working on the video which will complement the book. The
National Heritage Council and the National Lotteries Board have made this possible
due to their generous funding.
The Self-Funding Pharmacists’ Assistants’ Programme for both Basic and Post Basic
is proceeding well. We greatly appreciate the support from KZNDoH and Netcare
for their continuous support to our programme through offering placement
opportunities and availing their Pharmacists to mentor and support our learners.
We believe that this programme will greatly assist in addressing the skills shortage
in this field.
We are looking forward to the establishment of KZNPPHC Pharmacy School in the
near future. We also wish to strengthen our relationship with the Health and
Welfare SETA which was the first to support our training through provision of
various learnerships but manly Nursing and Pharmacy Assistants. The impact that
this has had on various lives is unimaginable. The high unemployment rate of our
youth is still a big concern for our Government and the Country as a whole. The
contribution that we are doing to alleviate this is what drives the KZNPPHC Board
and its Staff to continue doing their best to sustain the organisation.
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Our gratitude goes to our funders:
 Development Bank of South Africa
 National Heritage Council
 National Lotteries Fund
 Foundation for Hunan Rights and
 Health and Welfare SETA.

We also greatly appreciate the support of all our stakeholders including the KZN
Department of Health and Netcare Group.
Lastly to the Board and Staff, a big thank you.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
KZNPPHC functions at the node of an intricate eco-system. This system consists of
the geographical factors of rural, peri-urban and urban setting; educational access
and quality disparities; rampant unemployment and poverty; external influences
and societal factors relating to migratory patterns associated with perceived
economic potential.
On average 40.3% (15 million persons aged 15 – 24)1 of South African youth are
categorised as NEET (not in employment, education or training), posing a colossal
challenge to economic growth. The educational disparities (private and public
schooling system) abates the percentage of matriculants eligible for higher
education. Few institutional avenues exist to link the fissure between school and
work. A huge body of work corroborates the fact that a large percentage of first
time job seekers obtain work through their existing networks, so youth without
networks are utterly excluded from being active participants of the economy. Enter
KZNPPHC into this milieu.
We learn by doing, and thus since 2007 KZNPPHC continues to use experiential
training as a way of addressing one of the country’s dire issues, the growing youth
unemployment. KZNPPHC has been implementing learnerships, on behalf of
HWSETA and the Jobs Fund, targeted at a strategic identified need and gap in the
health care system; that deprived persons have access to essential pharmaceutical
services while adhering to thePharmacy Act.53 of 1974 as amended.
KZNPPHC has recognised the youth’s willingness to work and engaging them in
ways that make job searches easier and less expensive - mobilising funds for experiential training and connecting them with primary health care jobs they may be able
to fill. Experiential training provide learners the soft skills, which are essentially
about understanding how to conduct yourself and put your best foot forward at
work. These things should ideally be learnt during grade schooling, but the basic
education structure does not equip pupils with the knowledge and skills they should
be acquiring
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Our current projects and programmes are seemingly youth centric as we strive to
leverage our resources to resume community based projects shelved due to
funding constraints. In line with this, KZNPPHC’ body of past glorious works is being
illustrated and brought to the fore by a book and video co-funded by the National
Lotteries Commission (NLC) and National Heritage Council (NHC). These combined
works and KZNPPHC’ future aspirations will be launched in later 2018.
A hearty acknowledgment to our funders (cash and in kind contributions), staff and
board for their support to reach out to many deserving individuals, and make a
difference in various communities.

GOVERNANCE
2. GOVERNANCE
The Board is the governing body of KZNPPHC and oversees its operations. The
Board’s main function is to approve overall plans and budgets, oversee financial
management and make policy decisions.
The Board, diverse in their skills set in alignment with their functionality, is
composed of a chair, secretary, treasurer, and general board members all based in
KwaZulu-Natal. The members of the Board are all volunteers.

In 2017 the Board met quarterly face-to-face and online where necessary. Inaddition the various subcommittees and project steering committees ensured the
seamless operation of KZNPPHC.
The Annual General Meeting for 2016 took place on the 24th November 2017. During the AGM a new Board of Directors were elected as well as new auditors as per
the Companies Act, Act No.71 of 2008 regulations.

Ballan Chetty and Company were appointed as the new auditors to commence the
2017 audit in early 2018.
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GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

KZNPPHC BOARD
MANCO

Chairperson
B.N Magwaza

Treasurer
S.L Govender

Secretary
E.B Ngcamu

Executive
Director
M. Zondi

Human
Resources &
Legal
(Chairperson)
T.J Jula

Marketing &
Fundraising
(Chairperson)
R.R Badal

Finance &
Risk
Management
(Chairperson)

Programmes
& Projects
(Chairperson)
A.T.T Ntuli

S.L Govender

SUB-COMMITTEES

Human
Resources &
Legal
T.J Jula
K.E Msweli
M.B Gumede
A. Mbambo

Marketing &
Fundraising
R.R Badal
S.L Govender
K.E Msweli
A. Mbambo

Finance &
Risk
Management
S.L Govender
K.E Msweli
R.R Badal
N.E Mpanza

Programmes &
Projects
A.T.T Ntuli
A.N Tshabalala
E.B Ngcamu
L. Mathe
A. Mbambo

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

1.

Programmes and Projects

1.1 Introductory Course to Health Care
The goal of this course is to improve the quality of life of communities by
empowering learners to provide and increase access to primary health care
services. These services include HIV/AIDS, STI and TB; adherence support, health
promotion and other chronic illness care and support (hypertension, diabetes).
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TABLE 1: INTRODUCTORY COURSE TO HEALTH CARE MODULES
US ID
116999

Credits
2

NQF level
1

117017

3

1

119560

4

2

14656

5

1

119561

6

1

119559

10

1

260477

12

2

260463

12

2

Unit Standard Title
Apply accurate information about HIV and AIDS
to everyday life
Provide information about Tuberculosis and
directly observed treatment
Promote an awareness of Sexuality Transmitted
Infections(STIs) in the community
Demonstrate an understanding of sexually
transmitted infections including HIV/AIDS
Support clients who are receiving Anti-Retroviral
Treatment (ART)
Demonstrate knowledge of the provision and
implementation of primary health care
Assist in the establishment of good nutrition for
community members
Assist the client and significant others to manage
home based health care.

This course also offers non-credit bearing modules (Mathematics and principles of
pharmacy practice) to enable learners to upscale to qualifications or skills
programmes in the health sector.
OBJECTIVES
To transfer appropriate and standardised HIV/AIDS, STI and TB prevention skills to
learners
Prepare learners for enrolment to health related qualifications such as nursing,
pharmacist’s assistants’ experiential training at NQF3 or other primary health
related courses.
BACKGROUND
This skills programme was introduced in January 2017 after reviewing the market
value of the Home Based Health Care skills programme in 2016. It is a precursor to
the Self-funded Pharmacist’s Assistants experiential training project.
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The training is of three (3) months duration consisting of practical and theory. The
practical component requires learners to:
• Conduct health education on disease states – hypertension, diabetes,

diarrhoea
• Demonstration of male and female condom proper insertion
• Provision of treatment support to HIV/AIDS, TB, hypertensive and diabetic
patients
RESULTS
Since its inception, KZNPPHC has succeeded in training one hundred and
eighty-one (181) learners in this skills programme.

FIGURE 1: LEARNERS WITH THEIR FACILITATOR, MRS L ZWANE, IN CELEBRATION OF WORLD AIDS DAY

1.2 Health and Welfare Sector Education and Training Authority (HWSETA)
Learnership: Nursing Bridging course to Professional Nurse
The nursing fraternity, the largest component of health-workers, is essential to
primary healthcare delivery. The training and scope of nurses has been extended to
address the shortage of other members of the health care team at primary
healthcare level. Nurses are enabled to comprehensively address the basic health
needs of the communities they serve.
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Nursing learnership programmes facilitate the link between formal learning and
work experience which lead to a Registered Nurse qualification. The nursing
learnerships open multiple doors for candidates who successfully complete their
training. There is a range of career paths to follow on completion, such as
Midwifery, General Nursing, Community Care, Theatre Nursing and Psychiatric
fields.
On completion of training, the successful candidates register with the South African
Nursing Council (SANC) which is responsible for promoting and maintaining
standards in nursing education and ensuring appropriate, safe and ethically sound
professional nursing practice of high quality.
BACKGROUND
KZNPPHC was awarded ten (10) learnerships for unemployed (18.2) beneficiaries.
Eight (8) beneficiaries graduated with a Diploma in General Nursing: Bridging.
The learners completed training in November 2016 and graduated in September
2017. The graduation ceremony was held at the Pietermaritzburg City Hall in
September 2017. The training was provided by Michaelmas College.
Table 2: HWSETA Nursing Learnership
Learnership

Duration

No.

Diploma in
General
Nursing:
Bridging

2 years

10

Training
provider

Gender
F
M

Michaelmas
College

FIGURE 2: GRADUATES AWAITING TO BE AWARDED
THEIR BRIDGING NURSING CERTIFICATES

10

0

Drop
outs

Total

2

8

FIGURE 3: MRS NONCEBA ZONDI GRADUATING AS A
PROFESSIONAL NURSE AT PIETERMARITZBURG HALL
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1.3 PHARMACIST’S ASSISTANTS EXPERIENTIAL TRAINING
The project model draws on the literature related to the socioeconomic and
health workforce crisis in South Africa pertaining to the Pharmaceutical
sector – urban bias. This is tied with the background on the pharmacy
profession in the country, predominated by Whites, resultant in a division of
services to 75% of the population who are Black and domicile in rural
communities – the populace with a far greater burden of disease in South
Africa.
The main problem faced is a shortage of Pharmacists. Moreover, their
services are focused towards management more than towards customers
and their therapeutic care. This creates a need for Pharmacist’s Assistants,
mid-level workers, to perform the less cognitive functions, such as control
and distribution of stock, ordering of stock and the practicalities of
manufacturing and packaging, within a pharmacy.
Since 2007 KZNPPHC has established and maintained the below
partnerships whilst implementing Pharmacist’s Assistant learnerships on
behalf of HWSETA:
• Health facilities that are South African Pharmacy Council (SAPC)

accredited to train, with registered Pharmacist’s tutors. The training
requires learners to be placed full time in a pharmacy to undergo
workplace experiential training for a minimum period of twelve (12)
months. The aim of this is to ensure that the necessary knowledge,
critical skills and attitudes required are imparted to learners to practice
as Pharmacist’s Assistants. The SAPC accredited health facilities
(participating institutions) partnerships were made feasible by KZNPPHC
obtaining a Service Level Agreement with the Kwa-Zulu Natal
Department of Health (KZN DoH) and Netcare Coastal.
• Sbuys Training and Development Academy (Sbuys), the project’s primary

service provider, provides the Outcome Based theoretical training,
conducting workshops and summative assessments.
• Sefako Makgato Health Sciences University (formerly MEDUNSA),

is the project’s secondary service provider
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1.3.1 JOBS FUND AND KZNPPHC CO-FINANCED PROJECT
BACKGROUND
The project sought to address the critical shortage of pharmacy personnel in the
KwaZulu-Natal Province by recruiting, training and placing two hundred (200)
unemployed youth as Pharmacist’s Assistants (pharmacy midlevel workers) within
South African Pharmacy Council (SAPC) accredited to train pharmacies, with
registered Pharmacists’ as tutors, over a three (3) year period. Eighty (80) out of
the two hundred (200) trained learners (Basic Pharmacist’s Assistants) would
progress to Post-Basic level, the cadre in high demand due to their wider scope of
practice.
This project lifted the depression and unemployment neurosis of the youth as it
gave them the opportunity to discover their true potential and start to value
themselves and envision a hopeful future in which their economic situation will
change.
SELECTION CRITERIA
•
•
•
•
•
•

18 – 36 year olds
Hungry for opportunity
South African valid ID
Have at least Grade 12
Come from a disadvantaged background
Currently unemployed or not been employed for more than 12 months with one
(1) employer
• Speak English
• Not studying full time
RESULTS
With the grant agreement, the learners have:
• Been provided with vitally needed skills which build up the nation.
• Developed personally. From one of our learners achieving a life-long ambition of
having a qualification to their name, to another learner’s enthusiasm for the
training spilling over and influencing their family and their community to study,
train and generally progress in life, to many who, before they completed the
training, have been unsure of themselves and are now self-assured in their
competence. Personal development is greatly evident as the learners’ progress
through the training.
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Table 3: Jobs Fund Trained Pharmacist Assistants
PHARMACIST’S ASSISTANTS
BASICS
TARGET

200

TRAINED

200

POST-BASICS
EMPLOYED

TARGET

44

80

TRAINED

77

EMPLOYED

58

A visual presentation is far more apt then words to define the impact and essence
of the project to reduce powerlessness and apathy. The pictures below, the
graduation of qualified Post-basic Pharmacist’s Assistants on 26th July 2017 at the
Blue Waters Hotel in Durban, allow a look into the future of the learners and their
families. The pictures, a life lit up, serve as the stepping stone to a future of true
freedom – financial.

FIGURE 4: BASIC LEARNERS AT GAMALAKHE CHC, UGU DISTRICT, WITH PHARMACY MANAGER
MRS SIPHOKAZI MABASO

FIGURE 5: LEFT TO RIGHT: MRS NZUZA (PARENT), MR N M NZUZA, MRS MTHIYANE (PARENT), MS M P
MTHIYANE, MR B N NGIBA (SELF-FUNDED TO POST-BASIC LEVEL) &
MS Z A JULA (SPECIAL PROJECT ADMINISTRATOR)
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FIGURE 6: LEFT TO RIGHT: MS V B SODIYA, MS T I NXELE, MS V S ZULU, MS L P DINGANI, MS Z C
MCHUNU, MS R N MPUNGOSE, MS Z A JULA (SPECIAL PROJECT ADMINISTRATOR ), MS H L MKHUNYA,
MS S M CELE, MS ZINHLE SHANGASE , MS M CEBEKHULU AND MR X B NKOSI

At the conclusion of the project, a summative evaluation was commissioned to
document the lessons learnt. Arising out of this external evaluation report was the
social impact of the project. One hundred and six (106) participants were asked
about their dependents. The table below indicates the astronomical
socio-economic impact of the project on the beneficiaries and their dependents –
Black tax.
Table 4: Social impact of the project

4
38

Primary
dependents
9
81

Secondary
dependents
17
108

13

21

33

3

4

11

4
19
11
3
11
106

7
34
18
1
16
191

13
47
35
6
29
299

Area

Total participants

Amajuba / uThukela
EThekwini
Harry Gwala (formerly
Sisonke)
King Cetshwayo
(formerly uThungulu)
Ilembe
Ugu
Umgungundlovu
Umkhanyakude
Zululand
Total

The social impact of the project goes beyond just the beneficiaries, and based on the
numbers, the lives of people within families and communities from which the participants
come, will be positively impacted on.
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1.3.2 SELF – FUNDED PROJECT
The current challenging economic environment has contributed to limited
funding for non-profit organisations. KZNPPHC continually strives to attract
funding to ensure the sustainability of the co-financed pharmacist’s
assistants training post the Jobs Fund Project. However the current funding
model for the project is not sustainable in the long term due to the difficult
donor environment.

KwaZulu-Natal Progressive Primary Health Care (KZNPPHC) is keenly aware
of the sector issues and with the expertise gained in mentoring, monitoring
and evaluating the training of Pharmacist’s Assistants since 2007, is in the
process of being a pioneer in KZN as it aspires to open a Pharmacy Training
Academy.
This led to the initiation of the administration of the Pharmacist’s Assistants
Self-funding model, whereby financially capable learners groomed by the
Introductory Course to Health Care would upscale to Learner Basic
Pharmacist’s Assistant experiential training.
The KwaZulu-Natal Department of Health and Netcare must be applauded
for their continuous contribution to the project by offering their South
African Pharmacy Council accredited facilities with registered Pharmacist’s
as Tutors to train our learners.

OBJECTIVES
• Facilitate the experiential training of learners by seeking registered

training sites
• Ensure Sbuys and SAPC registration of enrolled learners
• Provide administrative, mentoring, monitoring and evaluation support to
learners
RESULTS
Since its inception in 2016, a total of one hundred and fourteen (114) basic
and five (5) post-basic pharmacist’s assistants have been trained.
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Table 5: Trained Self-funded Pharmacist’s Assistants

2016
114

TRAINED PHARMACIST’S ASSISTANTS SINCE INCEPTION
BASICS
POST-BASICS
2017
2016
113
5

FIGURE 7: PORT SHEPSTONE LEARNERS WITH
MS GILL COLLOCOT (PHARMACIST TUTOR)

2017
8

FIGURE 8: LEARNER AT
IMBALENHLE CHC

1.4 Foundation for Human Rights
Funding was sourced from the Foundation for Human Rights (FHR) to conduct
community dialogues for female hostel residents on their socio-economic rights for
a twelve (12) months period. This project commenced in October 2017 and will end
in September 2018
For logistical reasons, the Thokoza Hostel in the eThekwini Metro was chosen.
Stakeholder engagements, consultative meetings with the eThekwini Municipality,
management, leaders and community members were held to facilitate
implementation of this project.
Objectives
To capacitate female hostel residents on their rights to: clean portable water, food,
health care service, social security and safe environment.
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Table 6: Attained targets

Month
July 2017
August 2017
September 2017
October 2017
November 2017
December 2017

No of planned
dialogues
1 dialogue
1 dialogue
1 dialogue
1 dialogue
Three dialogues
1 dialogue

Target

Actual participants

100
100
100
100
280
100

Dialogue not held
Dialogue not held
100
100
280
Dialogue not held

FIGURE 9: FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSIONS WITH FEMALE RESIDENTS AT THOKOZA COMMUNITY
RESIDENTIAL DWELLERS, DURBAN CBD

1.5 MARKETING
In order to create value for our donors and build strong customer relationships,
efforts are made to be visible in our communities. Most of our services are accessed
by referral of our satisfied customers to our organisation.
To increase our visibility and maintain our competitive edge, we labour to match
our products and services to the communities who need and want them by
engaging in the below retold activities amongst others unseen.
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1.5.1 BOOK AND DOCUMENTARY
With funding from the National Lotteries Commission (NLC) and National Heritage
Council (NHC), the organisation is documenting its glorious achievements in print
and visual audio.
The book and documentary on the organisation’ works is our greatest marketing
tool as it lucidly depicts who we are with the financial support of our donors. It
gives testimony to the value for money attained with monies received.
All should wait with baited breath for the release of the book and documentary to
be launched in late 2018 by a gala dinner that will assert KZNPHHC’ place in the
primary health care sector.
1.5.2 MANDELA DAY
Lamontville High School was chosen, during the winter school holidays, as a venue
to provide a career guidance session on the 20th July 2017. This Mandela day
aligned community activity is in line with capacitating the youth on subject choices
and its impact in accessing higher education post Matric.
The success of the event was as a result of the collaborative efforts of:
a. The school’s governing body, to allow access to the learners and use of their
premises for the exercise,
b. Provision of refreshments made and distributed by KZNPPHC staff,
c. Non-alcoholic beverages supplied by Avondale Spar, Morningside.
The event was made merrier by the active participation of KZNPPHC staff, the
learners, and some members of the school governing body and teachers.

FIGURE 10: MS THEMBEKA ZONDI, KZNPPHC EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ADDRESSING LEARNERS AT LAMONTVILLE HIGH
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1.5.3NEWSLETTER
On a quarterly basis, a newsletter is circulated to KZNPPHC’ stakeholders
and uploaded on our website to highlight quarterly targets and happenings
in the organisation.
Local business are encouraged to advertise in the quarterly newspaper by
emailing kznpphc@kznpphc.org.za or call the 031 303 1014.
1.5.4 PHARMACY WEEK
In celebration of pharmacy week, KZNPPHC in partnership with Prince
Mshiyeni Memorial Hospital visited Swelihle High School in Umlazi on the
8th September 2017.
The goal of this exercise was to provide career options in the
Pharmaceutical sector targeted at Grade 11 and 12 to inform them of the
importance and diligence in their school work. As our services are health
focused, we partnered with Prince Mshiyeni Memorial Hospital. The
Pharmacists and Pharmacist’ Assistants gave a presentation on each subject
area and what it entails. This provided a clear vision for critical entrance
requirements for each health field.
KZNPPHC was promoted as a place of learning for qualifications and/or skills
programme that can be utilised to enter the health sector. The pupils were
very keen and responsive to the information provided.
1.6 FUNDRAISING
Our partners, networks and relationships serve as catalysts for the great
ideas that help us to make the impossible, incredible. We invite you to join
us on our extraordinary journey to effect meaningful change in society and
pave the way for a bright future for generations to come.
Currently the organisation seeks voluntary contributions of money or
other resources, by requesting donations from individuals, businesses,
charitable foundations, or governmental agencies in addition to reacting to
calls for proposals.
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1.6.1 ALUMNI FUND
We sincerely value, in addition to our current primary and secondary stakeholders,
our Alumni as they are the backbone of KZNPPHC.
As an alumnus or alumna of KZNPPHC you belong to an ever-growing and unique
network of individuals who leave their mark in our communities.
Our alumni are our key products and the most important manifestation of
KZNPPHC’ excellence. We seek to encourage our alumni to stay involved with
alumni activities and be an active, contributing ambassador. Make your voice heard
about KZNPPHC affairs and in doing so, contribute to your alma mater’s good
reputation. By sharing and celebrating alumni and KZNPPHC achievements you
ensure that your qualification remains sought after and open the door to potential
donations.
Charity starts at home and hence you are encouraged to contribute to the works of
KZNPPHC. We want to build upon our shared values to make a positive impact at an
individual, company and country level.

FIGURE 11: JUBILANT POST-BASIC PHARMACISTS’ ASSISTANT GRADUATES

1.6.2 MY SCHOOL

The organisation is a beneficiary of the MySchool fundraising programme
established in September 1997 by a Johannesburg based parent who wanted to
help his child’ school raise more funds in an easy and sustainable manner.
Woolworths brought out the whole business and MySchool MyVillage MyPlanet
became a part of the Woolworths Group of Companies in 2007.
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“Raise funds for a cause close to your heart just by swiping your MySchool
card” is the slogan for the MySchool fundraising programme. Make a
difference to KZNPPHC’ efforts in providing education to marginalised
communities on primary health care challenges by getting a card: (https://
www.myschool.co.za/support/apply/) and/or register KZNPPHC as a
beneficiary if you have a MySchool card. Every swipe counts! Equally you
can download the app for free on App Store searching Myschool or Google
Play Store searching Myschool, sign in and scan your virtual card at till
points to give back every time you shop.
Every time you use your card at any of the partner stores (MySchool
displayed), a percentage of your purchase value is given back to the charity
or school you chose at absolutely no cost to you!
3. HR AND ADMIN
The backbone of KZNPPHC success is its Human Resources. At the core, is
permanent and project administrative staff.
PERSSONNEL

DESIGNATION

Ms Modest Zondi

Executive Director

Ms Constance Nguse

Finance and Administrative Officer

Mrs Akosua Gumede

Jobs Fund Senior Field Officer

Ms Linda Tshabalala

Training Coordinator

Ms Nonhlanhla Maphumulo

Finance Administrator

Ms Mathula Zaca

Projects Administrator

Ms Zama Jula

Special Project Administrator

Ms Nqobile Msweli

Marketing and Fund Raising Officer

Mr William Matakane

General Worker

Mrs Lennise Zwane

Facilitator

Mrs Nonceba Zondi

Facilitator

Mr Emmanuel Quarshie

Mathematics Teacher

Mr Victor Moloi

Mathematics Teacher
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3.1 ADDITIONS
January 2017 saw the appointment of Mrs Nonceba Zondi and Mrs Lennise Zwane
as Facilitators for the Introductory Course to Health Care.
Both of them are past recipients of KZNPPHC administered HWSETA funded Nursing
learnerships and demonstrate KZNPPHC work in motion.
In November 2017, Mr Victor Moloi joined KZNPPHC as a Mathematics Teacher, in
replacement of Mr E Quarshie, for the Introductory Course to Health Care as well as
extra support to tutors at the Pharmacist’s Assistants experiential training sites.
3.2 RESIGNATIONS
May 2017 saw the resignation of Ms Mathula Zaca, the Project Administrator. She
had been with KZNPPHC since May 2014.

FIGURE 12 - FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: MS N ZONDI, MR V MOLOI, MS Z JULA, MS L ZWANE, MS C NGUSE,
MS N MSWELI, MS N MAPHUMULO, MS L TSHABALALA, MS T ZONDI, MR W MATAKANE AND
MS A GUMEDE
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3.3 WORKPLACE SKILLS PLAN (WSP)
In order to apply for mandatory and/or discretionary grant funding, employers in
the health, social development and veterinary sectors are required to submit a
Workplace Skills Plan (WSP) and Actual Training Report (ATR) by the 30th April
annually to the Health and Welfare Sector Education and Training Authority
(HWSETA).
KZNPPHC is compliant with the annual submission of WSP by the Skills
Development Facilitator.
4. DONORS
KZNPPHC’s work is made possible through our partnerships with funders, in-kind
sponsors, and collaborating partners.
Project funding was received from Health and Welfare Sector Education and
Training Authority (HWSETA), Jobs Fund, National Lotteries Commission (NLC),
National Heritage Council (NHC) and the Foundation for Human Rights (FHR).
In kind sponsors: Spar
Collaborating partners: KZN Department of Health, Netcare Coastal, eThekwini
Municipality
We thank all our donors for their support and look forward to a fruitful future
cooperation.
5. LOOKING FORWARD
The KZNPPHC model has been proven in its impact and worth. Funding constraints
however means that it is not replicable and thus sustainable. KZNPPHC’ plans for
the future include:
• Focused effort on fundraising
• Increased visibility and networking
• Establish a Pharmacy Training Academy – generate revenue such that it can be

self-sustaining to fund its community based projects/programmes and offer
learnerships
• Feasibility studies to roll-out across the country, SADC and Africa
• Establish an online tutoring and mentoring programme
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CONTACT US
Kwa-Zulu Natal Progressive Primary Health Care (KZNPPHC)
303 Avondale Road, Morningside, Durban 4000
P O Box 3840, Durban, 4000
Tel: 031 303 1014
Fax: 031 312 4115
Website: www.kznpphc.org.za
Let us know what you think on our blog or contact us at: info@.org.za
Come visit or give us a call. Follow us on Facebook, Twitter or Instagram

TO DONATE:
Our Banking Details:
Nedbank
Account number: 1305 8848 17
Branch code: 130-526
NPO registration information: 015-631
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7. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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